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KEOS, Inc.
North Bellmore, New York

KEOS HATTING ISSUE OF 5 DECEMBER 1994

All Staff
All Hat Packs

NAMING OF FILES ON KEOS DISKS

A "KEOS Disk" is any disk that is kept by King Enterprise, whether it is for
CLIENT work, or for "internal" purposes only.

Up to now, there has been no standard or procedure for the NAMING of files
on these disks.  With our increased work volume, it now becomes necessary to setup
such a procedure.

As can be found in various WINDOWS manuals, a complete "DISK
FILENAME" is made up of the following:

! A basic "NAME" from 1-8 characters (letters or numbers);

! An optional "EXTENSION", which includes a period ("."),
followed by 1-3 characters (letters or numbers);

(There are further rules for what characters may be used for each DISK
FILENAME.  This information may be found in the available documentation for
WINDOWS, as well as in manuals provided for the various software packages we
use, such as WordPerfect, Quark Xpress, Aldus Pagemaker, ArcList, and Paradox. 
Please refer to these, so that ALL applicable rules and requirements are known.)

So a complete DISK FILENAME would be "NNNNNNNN.EEE", where
"NNNNNNNN" is the NAME, and ".EEE" is the extension.

In the past, KEOS staff have been generally using the EXTENSION to further
qualify or describe a DISK FILE.  Examples of how we had been doing this are:

! "JONES.RES" (Mr. or Ms. Jones' resume);

! "SMITH1.COV" (Mr. or Ms. Smith's cover-letter #1);

! "SUMMARY.INS" (An "insert" for some kind of "summary").
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Although the above method gives us 11 characters to use in naming disk files,
IT VIOLATES THE RULES AND ACCEPTED CONVENTIONS FOR MOST OF
THE SOFTWARE PACKAGES IN CURRENT USE ON PERSONAL
COMPUTERS.

We have been "getting away" with this in WordPerfect, since that is one of the
few software packages that is "unlimited".  However, most other packages require
that the EXTENSION NOT BE USED, since the software package itself sets a
"FIXED" EXTENSION for the disk file, such as ".QXD" by Quark Xpress.

Therefore, from this point on, it is King Enterprise STANDARD
PROCEDURE that "FILENAMES", made-up by KEOS staff for FILES on KEOS
DISKS, must be set up per the following:

1. INCLUDE ONLY THE "NAME", AND NOT THE "EXTENSION",
LEAVING THE EXTENSION AVAILABLE FOR THE SOFTWARE
PACKAGE IN USE TO INSERT ITS "PREDEFINED" EXTENSION;

2. FOR DOCUMENTS BEING CREATED USING WORDPERFECT, THE
EXTENSION IS TO BE SET BY THE KEOS STAFF MEMBER AS
".WP".

3. WHEN USING OTHER SOFTWARE PACKAGES THAT DO NOT
PROVIDE A PREDEFINED, FIXED EXTENSION, THE EXTENSION
MUST BE LEFT BLANK, UNTIL KEOS WORKS OUT SOME
STANDARD FOR THESE PACKAGES.

Obviously, this new procedure reduces the number of characters one may use
for name combinations, from 11 characters, down to 8 characters.  To assist KEOS
staff in making optimal use of the limited 8 characters that one has available in
naming disk files, it is now King Enterprise STANDARD PROCEDURE that the
following character combination be used:

"XXXYYMMZ"
where:

"XXX" - is any 3 character combination that identifies what is in the file, or
the final product the file represents;

"YYMM" - is the numeric representation of the year and month of the DATE
when the file was created, or to which the file's contents apply;

"Z" - is an optional 8th character used to further describe the file.
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In addition, King Enterprise now has a STANDARD PROCEDURE for filling
in the "XXX" portion of the NAME.  Following is a list of standard
ABBREVIATIONS applicable to most CLIENT work (but NOT applicable to
WordPerfect "Merge" files, which are covered in a separate KEOS issue):

General Types of CLIENT Applications

"CON" - A Table of CONTENTS, if this is to be stored separately;

"CRD" - A layout for a BUSINESS CARD;

"ENR" - An ENVELOPE with ONLY a RETURN-ADDRESS;

"ENV" - An ENVELOPE that is ADDRESSED;

"FIG"- A graphic "FIGURE" of some kind (usually for a report, presentation,
paper, manuscript, etc.), such as a drawing, graph, or chart;

"FRM" - A typed-up or filled-in FORM, such as an application form;

"HDR" - A file that contains the "beginning section", or "HEADER" for a larger,
overall item, such as document settings, page headers, etc.;

"IND" - An INDEX LISTING, if this is to be stored separately;

"INS" - An INSERT of some kind, such as for a report or presentation;

"INV" - An INVOICE of some kind, usually from the client to his client(s);

"LBL" - A mailing LABEL that is ADDRESSED;

"LBR" - A mailing LABEL with ONLY a RETURN-ADDRESS;

"LHD" - A document containing a "LETTERHEAD" ONLY;

"LTR" - A INDIVIDUAL client LETTER, including COVER-LETTERS,
whether an addressed letter or a generic, unaddressed letter;

"INS" - An INSERT of some kind, such as for a report or presentation.

"INS" - An INSERT of some kind, such as for a report or presentation.
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"MAN" - A typed and word processed MANUSCRIPT;

"MON" - A typed and word processed MONOGRAPH (similar to a paper);

"PRE" - A formal PRESENTATION, including "Corporate Presentations",
"Marketing Presentations", and the like;

"PRO" - A formal PROPOSAL, such as "business proposal";

"RES" - A client RESUME;

"RPT" - A RETURN-ADDRESS-ONLY ENVELOPE;

"SUM" - A SUMMARY REPORT, or similar item;

"TBL" - A TABLE of some kind (usually for a report or presentation);

"TXT" - A set of STRAIGHT-TYPED, "RAW TEXT", which is usually inserted
into a publication, such as a newsletter, ad, flyer, etc.

Client Applications for the Legal Profession

"AFF" - An AFFIDAVIT or AFFIRMATION;

"AFF" - For a "legal work" client, an AFFIDAVIT or AFFIRMATION;

"NOT" - A "NOTICE" (such as a "Notice of Cross Motion");

"SUB" - A SUBPOENA;

"SUM" - A SUMMONS;

Abbreviations for "KEOS" Internal Items sent To Clients
(Only when such work is stored on the KEOS client disk)

"KEN" - An ENVELOPE that is ADDRESSED TO A CLIENT from KEOS;

"KLB" - A mailing LABEL that is ADDRESSED TO A CLIENT from KEOS;

"KLT" - An individual LETTER ADDRESSED TO A CLIENT from KEOS;

"KIN" - An INVOICE ADDRESSED TO A CLIENT from KEOS;

"KPR" - An individual PROPOSAL ADDRESSED TO A CLIENT from KEOS;
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Important Note

The abbreviations above are what has been used successfully in the recent past
at King Enterprise.  Obviously, this list will not forever cover every possibility that
there is.

So it is additional King Enterprise STANDARD PROCEDURE that if ANY
TYPE OF DOCUMENT THAT IS NOT COVERED ABOVE IS NEEDED, THEN
IT IS OKAY TO MAKE-UP AND USE A "NEW" 3-CHARACTER
ABBREVIATION.  BUT, THE KEY RULE HERE IS THAT WHEN YOU USE A
NEW NON-STANDARD ABBREVIATION, DO IT CONSISTENTLY.

It would also be a wise idea to notify the Management of King Enterprise of
any NEW ABBREVIATIONS that are consistently and frequently being used that are
NOT ON THE ABOVE LIST, so that Management can "update" this issue.

The 8th character position, shown above as the "Z" position, is mainly used
to indicate, for a specific TYPE of document, the INDIVIDUAL "OCCURRENCE"
WITHIN THE SAME MONTH WHEN MULTIPLE OCCURRENCES HAVE
OCCURRED, OR ARE EXPECTED TO OCCUR WITHIN THAT SAME MONTH.

For example, one usually puts the letter "A" on the FIRST OCCURRENCE,
then if ANOTHER SIMILAR PRODUCT is produced in the SAME MONTH, one
puts the letter "B" for that document, and so on.

This should be used in NEARLY ALL CASES, since most work we do that is
stored on "KEOS Client Disks" have something to do with a specific DATE, such as
the "date of request", or "letter date", or "report date", etc.  The "YYMMZ", such as
in "9412A" ("1st item in 12/94") indicates the DATE to which the work item applies.

One of the rare exceptions might be RESUMES, since it is fairly unusual that a
client would want more than one resume within the same month of the year.

Specialized "Non-Product" Files on KEOS Client Disks

Sometimes it is necessary to store a file on a KEOS Client Disk which really
does not represent a specific request or product during a certain time, but rather will
be used again and again to help produce individual client-requested products.

Such disk files must, per KEOS STANDARD PROCEDURE, have their 1-8
character NAMES preceded by a "$", followed by any descriptive 1-7 characters.

Items that might be created using this specialized type of file, on a KEOS client
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disk, would be:

! An individual GRAPHIC to be optionally inserted into any or all client
product files, such as a pre-scanned signature;

! A "definition" file (such as document settings for "all client letters");

! A "template" file, used to produce finished documents at various times
during the year (such as financial report "skeletons", setup for each page
of a "standard" report page, then numbers are filled-in).

Examples of File Names Using KEOS STANDARD PROCEDURES

RES9408.WP - A client Resume requested August 1994;

PAP9408A.WP - A client Term Paper requested in August 1994;
PAP9408B.WP - Another client Term Paper requested later in August 1994;
PAP9409A.WP - A later client Term Paper requested during September 1994;

LTR9408A.WP - A client Cover-Letter dated for some day in August 1994;
LTR9408B.WP - Another client Cover-Letter for later day in August 1994;

ENV9408A.WP - The addressed Envelope for the "A" Letter of August 1994;
ENV9408B.WP - The addressed Envelope for the "B" Letter of August 1994;

$FMTSIG.WP - The entire salutation section for a client's letter, which includes
the text and a graphic containing a scanned signature, which is
then all inserted at the bottom of a letter;

$RPMP11.WP - A "template" for the financial reports (monthly version)
produced for a client, specifically for Page 11 of the report,
which is then copied and fill-in with specific dollar figures and
items to produce each month's finished financial report;

NWS9501.QXD - In Quark Xpress (Desktop Publishing), the final layout of the
"January 1995 Newsletter", for a specific client.

TXT9501A.WP - In WordPerfect, the "straight-typed", raw text for a given
article, advertisement, photo-caption, etc., that will be inserted
(using Quark Xpress) into the final layout of the "January
1995 Newsletter", for save above client.

In the last example above, each set of "raw text" would have a different letter,
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beginning with "A" above, and then "B", "C", and so forth, until 26 raw-text inserts
were produced (which is fairly rare that we need that much).  After that one could use
"TX2", or some temporary abbreviation like that, and begin a whole new series of 26
raw-text inserts, if the project was that big.

As stated earlier, this issue cannot cover every possible case in the universe, so
it is up to you, the KEOS staff member, to apply these procedures "intelligently".  If
you have a case that no matter what you try, absolutely does NOT fit what is laid out
here, then GET KEOS MANAGEMENT APPROVAL to do something else, then
make it a point to follow-up with some kind of request for issue change, so that this
issue can be updated to incorporate the specific case you had to handle.

Also as stated earlier, the one major area NOT covered here, is naming files
stored on KEOS Client disks when using the "MERGE" feature of WordPerfect. 
Because of the amount and complexity of variations involved with "merging", the
procedures for naming related disk files are covered under separate issue.

Every procedure covered in this issue is effective as of NOW.  Please adhere to
these KEOS STANDARD PROCEDURES as closely as possible.  If you do that, we
will ALL have less problems, and be far more efficient and productive.

KEOS Technical Writer

Approved by The Management of (KEOS)
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